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INTRODUCTION 

Microbiota is known as a microbial community that shares either commensalism, mutualistic or pathogenic 

relationships. Over the years, studies on the composition of gut bacteria have focused on human models [1], [2] with 

lesser attention on other kingdoms like animal, plant, and the environment. Recently, studies on mammals such as dogs 

and cats are getting highlights as these animals are kept as human beings' pets and inhibit the same living quarters. 

Through evolution, these animals have adapted over time to be more domesticated and reliant on humans while also 

having notable changes to their physical structures [3]. Recent studies documented that the gut of mammalian pets are 

home to bacteria under the phylum of Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria, Fusobacteria and Proteobacteria, 

respectively. At the genus level, they are well-defined as Clostridium, Lactobacillus, Blautia and Collinsella [4]. The 

interactions between gut microbiota and the host are involved in many bodily functions, such as digestion, host 

metabolism, vitamins synthesis, biotransformation of bile acids, xenobiotics metabolism, correct maturation of 

gastrointestinal cells, autoimmunity and defence against pathogenic bacteria [5], [6]. 

Several factors were identified to affect the microbiome composition [7], for which mounting evidence showed that 

environments and diets [8], [9] manifested a significant impact in shaping the composition of microbiota in the animals 

as host. This including in shaping the well-being and health status of the hosts. However, the host's surroundings also 

play important roles in contributing to the host bacterial composition. Here, we hypothesized the street cats would harbour 

a more diverse microbiome given their exposure to outside environments, while their counterparts would display less 

diversity due to fixed diets provided by an owner. Therefore, the objective of this study is to observe the composition gut 

microbiome in relation to the cat's surroundings. 

Here, we adopted the independent culture method, where the stool samples of indoor and outdoor cats were collected 

and extracted using the DNeasy PowerSoil Pro Kit. The extracted DNA was quantified to measure DNA quality. Then, 

PCR was performed and sequenced, which targeted the bacterial community primers for V4 region of 16S rRNA. The 

generated data were analyzed using QIIME2 to obtain the diversity, taxonomy, and differential abundance between the 

groups. In conclusion, the data produced from this study can be further expanded upon in the near future to identify other 

factors that can potentially affect a cat's gut microbiome. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT – With the advancement of sequencing technology, the studies related to the complex 
nature of microbial communities are possible to be untapped. The goal of this study is to perform 
a comparison between the composition of bacteria between the gut of Malaysian indoor and street 
cats. For this research, stool samples of the cats were collected where the genomic DNA were 
extracted using DNeasy PowerSoil Pro Kit. The extracted DNA were sequenced by targeting the 
bacterial community using primers from V4 region of 16S rRNA. The raw data were analysed using 
QIIME2 to obtain the diversity, taxonomy, and differential abundance between the groups. Here, 
we found that indoor and street cats have similar alpha diversity (p > 0.05), with slight differences 
between the groups based on the bacterial composition. Likewise, the beta diversity suggest that 
the two groups are similar to each other. The genus Bifidobacterium, Clostridium, Collinsella, 
Enterococcus, Cantenibacterium and Lactobacillus from phylum Firmicutes while were found to be 
more abundant in indoor cats while street cats had more of the phylum Actinobacteria from the 
genus of  Acinetobacter, Blautia, and Olsenella. Hence, we observed whether a cat is kept indoor 
or is a stray does not significantly cause a shift in their respective microbiota composition. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Sample Collection 
 

All felines in this investigation were randomly picked from the volunteers that offered their aid for this study. Feline 

stools were obtained arbitrarily by a collaborator for this study a day before collection time. No animals were harmed nor 

tested during the entire study. All sample were gathered and used for the study with verbal proprietor assent who knew 

that the samples were being used for research purpose. Ten samples were collected altogether by the collaborator for this 

study, with age samples ranging from 6 months to 3 years old. Five of the samples were from indoor cats, while the other 

5 were from street cats. Both stool samples were collected from a housing area at Kuantan, Pahang. The collaborator 

recorded relevant information regarding the indoor cats used for the study from their respective owners. The owners gave 

these cats only commercial foods for seven days upon request before the sample collection. Samples obtained were placed 

in a properly labelled screw-top container and refrigerated. The street cat stool sample was collected by the collaborator 

around the residential area regardless of collection time. The stool samples were found close to an alley where many street 

cats were often seen gathered. These stools were selected from the impurities and collected via disposable spoons. 

Samples were kept in a sealed bag in a chiller for subsequent analysis and stored in a freezer at -20°C before microbial 

analysis. Another population-based optimization algorithm is the gravitational search algorithm (GSA). GSA was 

designed according to the Newtonian gravity law and mass interactions. In the algorithm, agents and their performance 

is evaluated by their masses which rely on fitness function values. The location of each agent in the search space indicates 

a problem solution. The heaviest mass is the optimum solution in the search space, and by lapse of time, masses are 

attracted by the heaviest mass and converged to the better solution.   

 

DNA Extraction, Library Preparation & DNA Sequencing 
 

The genomic DNA was extracted using DNeasy Powersoil Pro Kit according to the manufacturer's provided protocol 

with a modification [10]. Amplicon libraries were created using two-steps custom PCR protocols targeting the V4 region 

of 16s rRNA as described previously: 515fB (5′ GTGYCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA 3′) and 806rB (5′ 

GGACTACNVGGGTWTCTAAT 3′) [11]. Briefly, the 16S rRNA V4 region was amplified using OneTaq® 2X Master 

Mix (NEB, Ipswich, USA) from the extracted gDNA using the primer pair 515F-806R [1] containing a partial Illumina 

Nextera adapter in their 5' end. The PCR condition used was 94oC - 30 seconds followed by 30 cycles of 94oC - 15 sec, 

50oC - 15 sec and 68oC - 30 seconds. The PCR products were cleaned using GeneSEQ magnetic beads and subsequently 

used for the index PCR reaction to incorporate dual-index barcode and the remaining Illumina adapter. The index PCR 

products were pooled, bead-purified and quantified using Denovix high-sensitivity fluorescence quantification kit 

(Denovix, Delaware, USA). The library was sequenced on an iSeq100 (Illumina, San Diego, CA) located at GeneSEQ 

Sdn Bhd using the run configuration of 1 × 300 bp as per the recommendation for 16S V4 sequencing on this system 

(https://help.ezbiocloud.net/16s-mtp-protocol-for-illumina-iseq-100/). 

 

Metadata Analysis 
 

Metadata analysis was conducted from an Acer laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4200 CPU @ 1.60GHz 2.30GHz 

processer, 7.88GB usable RAM, and uses a system type of 64-bit operating system, x64-based processor. 10 FASTQ 

folders containing the DNA sequences of the 10 cat samples were obtained from the sequence provider and imported into 

the virtual computer hosting the QIIME2 pipeline. No demultiplexing was done as the sequences provided were already 

in demultiplexed format. Visual analysis was conducted on the sequences imported to determine the cut-off read lengths. 

Sequences are subjected to denoising using the q2-dada2 plugin, and a feature table was created. A phylogenetic tree was 

constructed using the q2-phylogeny plugin that is present within QIIME2. Alpha and beta diversity metrics were produced 

through the q2-diversity plugin. Diversity metric artefacts of the following metrics were created: Shannon's diversity 

index, Observed Features, Faith's Phylogenetic Diversity, Pielou's Evenness, and PCoA plots for Jaccard distance, Bray-

Curtis distance, unweighted UniFrac distance and weighted Unifrac distance. PCoA plots were generated through 

Emperor for each of the beta diversity metrics.  Alpha rarefaction plot was created using the visualizer QIIME diversity 

alpha-rarefaction. A parameter of --p-max-depth 16200 was set as it was close to the median value of the feature table. 

Taxonomy was assigned using the q2-feature-classifier plugin found within QIIME2. A pre-trained Naïve Bayes classifier 

trained on the Greengenes 13_8 99% OTUs (https://data.qiime2.org/2020.11/common/gg-13-8-99-515-806-nb-

classifier.qza) was used to assign taxonomy. Differential abundance analysis was done using ANCOM, ALDEx2, and 

Songbird. 

 

Metadata Analysis 
 

Genomics data that were generated for Malaysian Feline Microbiome Study [12] are available online via 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14397572.v1. The metadata file is available from the corresponding author on 

reasonable request. 

 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14397572.v1
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Study Subject Description 

 

As mentioned previously in the methodology, the collaborator collected the background information of the subjects 

by either interviewing the owners or by observing the behaviours of street cats that roamed the housing area. From Table 

1, the age for indoor cats were 5.6 months, 6 months, 1.6 years, 2.5 years, and 3.5 years. The gender observed between 

the indoor subjects are equally split with 3 females and 2 males, while the weights observed showed that cats ranged 

between 5 kg to 2 kg, which meant that the cats were healthy based on their respective ages. This is also confirmed by 

the general health statement provided by their owners. The owners also provided the activeness of the cats. The indoor 

cats were also fed on an average frequency of twice per day with mixed commercial wet and dry foods apart from subject 

c1 whose diet mainly consisted of wet and boiled fish due to its picky nature. The cats' breeds were mostly a domestic 

short hair except for two other breeds, a domestic mixed and a Turkish Van. Thus, with consideration of the data generated 

from subject c1, it can be said that the 5 samples selected for indoor cats can roughly reflect the general background of 

most indoor cats found typically in Malaysian homes. 

 However, many of the data categories had to be labelled as not available (n/a) due to the inability to gain more 

information regarding the outdoor cat samples. Nevertheless, despite not having clear information about the outdoor cats' 

age by basing assumptions on the stool samples collected by the collaborator, the samples were all roughly from adult 

cats as it is very unlikely to find kitten stools. Similarly, an assumption can be made that, at the very least, these subjects 

consume food scraps that are available to them and the cheap dry cat foods provided to them by the surrounding 

community.  

All the breed used for outdoor cat samples were of domestic short hair. Thus, based on the information present, there 

is no clear indication that it can be confidently stated that the 5 samples selected for outdoor cats will reflect the general 

background of most outdoor cats found in Malaysia. This is mainly due to the random nature of most outdoor cats in the 

first place. This study does focus on whether cats were kept indoors or if they are street cats, and as such, the lack of 

information in the outdoor cats' dataset will not affect the outcome of the study much. However, the lack of information 

does indicate that no other factors can be used to correlate their relationship with the composition of bacteria found within 

the gut of cats. 

Table 1. Data obtained regarding cat subjects from collaborator. 
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Diversity Analysis 
 

Sampling depth used does not remove any samples from the core metrics analysis. Alpha diversity testing is signified 

by several matrices such as Shannon's Diversity, Observed Features, Faith's Phylogenetic Diversity, and Pielou's 

Evenness Index, which are portrayed as two boxplots for the two treatment groups with indoor cats on the left side and 

street or outdoor cats on the right side in Figure 1. Generally, it can be seen among the four boxplot graphs, the indoor 

cats seemed to show better species diversity than those who live in the street. This can be indicated by the higher median 

score shown in the three parameters. The only exception to this would be Pielou's Evenness which suggest the inverse of 

the previous statement. However, Pielou's Evenness does contain an outlier, so it may not be an accurate representation 

of alpha diversity found within street cats. The p-values for each Kruskal Wallis test can be found in Table 2. Since all p-

values obtained are greater than 0.05, there is no significant difference for species richness between the two treatment 

groups. However, all the results before this show that indoor cats have slightly better diversity and go against the initial 

hypothesis. 

 

Table 2. P-values of Kruskal Wallis test for each metric. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This higher diversity seen in indoor cats is probably due to the benefits of having a stable food source and the possible 

interactions with their owners or other cat members within the household [13]. Despite the fact these cats mainly were 

kept indoors, this does not hinder the fact that they most frequently encounter household members that do venture outside. 

Since cats have shown the capability to influence the human microbiome, the inverse could be possible. In short, indoor 

cats have the best of both worlds as they continuously have access to food, leading to an overall healthier gut and gaining 

exposure to other microbes that normally be absent for them due to their interactions with house members. These factors 

are probably the biggest contributor to indoor cats' slightly higher diversity. 

Beta diversity for the four metrics; Bray-Curtis distance, Jaccard distance, Unweighted UniFrac distance, and 

Weighted UniFrac distance, were shown as PCoA plots in Figure 2. Both Bray-Curtis and Jaccard distance would suggest 

that a majority of the two groups are similar to one another as there are 6 points on the plot that are relatively close to 

each other, which is composed of equally both indoor and outdoor samples. Both Weighted and Unweighted UniFrac 

distance shows something similar, and many points that represent both groups are also fairly close to one another. This 

would suggest that the bacterial composition between indoor cats and outdoor cats are not that different from one another. 

This suggestion can be further explored by inspecting the p-value obtained from the PERMANOVA test, which is 0.188. 

Based on this, there are no significant differences between the treatment groups, and they are similar to each other. This 

would suggest that might not be any significant difference between the two groups. 

This could be due to the reality that street cats are just as well taken care of as indoor cats. Within Malaysia, it very 

common that street cats flock towards humans for basic needs. This is because of the culture of its citizens that treasures 

and takes care of cats regardless of their ownership status. Many would feed stray cats despite not housing them 

themselves. When asked about the community within the area of study, the same culture was also observed. Many 

residents would routinely feed the street cat around the area with dry pet food commonly found at stores despite not 

owning cats. This paired up with the fact most indoor cats would sometimes also interact with the street cats, would result 

in a similar gut composition to cats that would be staying indoor albeit with lower diversity. The lower discussed alpha 

diversity is most probably linked to the cheap food provided to these street cats. To obtain a truly split microbiome 

composition between the two groups, street cats used for the analysis would have to be feral cats with no human contact 

and would routinely scavenge for food. This would be a hard thing to achieve in Malaysia, given the pre-established 

culture surrounding cats. 

Additionally, alpha rarefaction was conducted to evaluate the utility of sampling depth at 10000. Here, we observed 

any sampling depth chosen beyond the set amount would not yield any additional results. This means that all diversity 

present within all 10 samples were able to be achieved. The graphical data related to this evaluation is not shown in this 

study. 
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Figure 1. Visualization of alpha diversity (a) Shannon's Diversity Index; (b) Observed Features; (c) Faith's 

Phylogenetic Diversity; (d) Pielou's Evenness. Red represents indoor groups, while blue is outdoor groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. PCoA plot of (a) Bray-Curtis distance, (b) Jaccard distance, (c) Unweighted UniFrac distance, (d) Weighted 

UniFrac distance using Emperor. Red dots are indoor while blue is outdoor. 
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Taxonomy Analysis 
The taxonomy analysis results can be found in Figure 3 and 4, which are summarized versions of graphs results 

obtained from the QIIME2 pipeline using Microsoft Excel for better clarity. The results showed a very different 

composition than the norm instead, where Firmicutes seemed to be the most abundant phylum still. However, 

Proteobacteria is almost non-existent within the other samples. Fusobacteria and Bacteroidetes were also barely seen 

across all the samples. Surprisingly, Actinobacteria seemed to be very abundant in almost all the samples collected. It 

was found that indoor cats generally had more Firmicutes while outdoor cats had more Actinobacteria. This spilt in the 

difference of abundance could mostly be attributed to the circumstances that surround the cat [14]. Since outdoor cats are 

more subjected to the outside surroundings, which likely contains many pathogens, it makes logical sense that they would 

have more actinobacteria to combat the increased presence of said pathogens. The higher abundance of Firmicutes 

presents within indoor cats due to their mixed diet and constant food source. Given that indoor cats are generally fed 

decent quality food, it is no wonder many Firmicutes are able to thrive given their association of producing components 

utilized by the host daily [15]. One sample, though, showed that Proteobacteria was more present than Firmicutes. This 

sample was c1 which was taken from a very picky cat, according to its owner. The owner describes that the cat often only 

eats specific foods such as wet-based pet food or boiled fish, indicating its unique microbiome composition compared to 

the other samples. 

As for the genus level, indoor cats had a higher abundance of the genus Bifidobacterium, Clostridium, Collinsella, 

Enterococcus, Cantenibacterium and Lactobacillus in comparison to outdoor cats. Conversely, outdoor cats were 

observed to have a higher abundance of Acinetobacter, Blautia, and Olsenella. The presence of Clostridium in large 

numbers is often linked to diseases [16], and the same can be said for the genus Cantenibacterium [17]. Lactobacillus is 

often linked to a healthy gut and function to help combat diseases within the body [18]. The genus Bifidobacterium 

function within the body to help digest fibres and produce SCFA but also aids to prevent disease infection within the host. 

Similarly, Enterococcus can also be associated with fighting off pathogens as it produces bacteriocin [19]. However, the 

genus Collinsella has many interactions within the body. Some sources point to it to be related to obesity, while others 

highlight its capability to cure or alleviate certain conditions. The genus Blautia on the other hand, is important for the 

synthesis of butyric and acetic acid, which is used to help reduce obesity. The other genus, Olsenella, is often linked to 

oral health issues found within humans [20], while the genus Acinetobacter is often associated with the cause of certain 

infections. 
 

 

Figure 3. Venn diagram of bacterial species shared/not shared between indoor and outdoor groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Taxonomy bar plot of bacteria at the phylum level. 
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   In indoor cats, the presence of the genus Clostridium and Cantenibacterium seem to indicate a pathogenic 

relationship with the host [21]. However, it is more likely to assume that the presence of these groups is more focused on 

stimulating the immune response of the cats. Conversely, the genus Bifidobacterium, Lactobacillus and Enterococcus 

function to defend the host from pathogens and could be reducing the impact of the previously mentioned genus groups. 

However, due to the odd nature of interactions for Collinsella, there is no clear indication of its role within indoor cats as 

it could be the source of some cats gaining weight while it may serve as a medical solution for others. As for outdoor cats, 

the genus Acinetobacter and Olsenella, both seems to have a pathogenic relationship between the cat where Acinetobacter 

is likely the cause of many infections that the outdoor cat can potentially suffer from while the latter would most likely 

cause oral issues for the cats.  

Interestingly, the genus Blautia is linked with weight loss and could be potential reasoning why some outdoor cats 

can maintain a leaner and more agile body despite being constantly fed by the community [22]. While there is also the 

large presence of Ignatzschineria in the data of indoor cats, all of the species originate from one sample, which was c1, 

who had a very picky diet. The genus is not considered in the analysis despite the high presence count since it would 

introduce bias to the analysis and would not accurately represent the composition of microbiomes between the two study 

groups. One thing to note is that some of the sequence's species could not be identified at a genus level. These are the 

results of the pre-trained classifier used for the taxonomy study. To achieve better results, classifiers can be trained ahead 

of time on specific databases. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Taxonomy bar plot of bacteria at the genus level. 
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Differentially Abundant Analysis 
Differential abundance was done using two different plugins, which were q2- composition for ANOVA method and 

the q2-aldex2 plugin. The q2-birdson plugin was used to verify the results further. As shown in Figure 6, no significant 

features are observed using both the ANOVA and ALDEx2 method. This supports the claim made in beta diversity that 

there are likely no significant differences between the gut microbiome of indoor and outdoor cats. As such, both groups 

are deemed statically similar to one another. Figure 6(c) shows the regression curve produced from the model, which 

dictates the quality of the model produced. Ideally, the curve observed should be flattening to show the model fitting 

perfectly to the data. Figure 6(d) shows the loss curve produced from the model. The curve should also experience 

flattening and should draw close to zero as much as possible. This would indicate that minimal loss of data was achieved. 

The blue line represents the model created while the orange line the null model created. The ideal visual produced when 

these two models are combined to see that the orange line is positioned higher than the blue line, which means that model 

is performing to our standard or, at the very least, the model is learning something. The value of the Q2 observed also 

explains the general quality of the results. However, as observed, most of the ideal situations were not found with the 

results at all. As shown, the graph observed does experience any flattening but instead increases at the very tip after 

experiencing a drop. This would indicate that the model is overfitting to the data, which is not ideal. Changing the values 

used for the iterations and differential-prior can help to alleviate the issue. However, despite using multiple different sets 

of parameters, the model still overfits the data provided. Furthermore, from the same figure, it can be seen that model 

produced is positioned higher than the null model, which means it is underperforming compared to the null model. The 

final insight can be gained by looking at the Q2 value, which is -0.002490. The ideal value to be achieved would be close 

to 1. However, the value obtained would indicate the model produced from using "treatment", which is the parameter to 

differentiate between indoor and outdoor cats, overfits to data. Additionally, it also means that the model did not learn 

anything and that factor "treatment" does not play a significant role within the data set. 

To summarize, there are no significant features that were observed between indoor cats and outdoor cats. 

According to the Songbird results, whether cats are kept indoors or outdoors does not play a significant role in the 

composition of bacteria according to the samples obtained. It should be noted that this may ring true due to the previously 

mentioned habits of Malaysians that care for felines equally. The study should be repeated using feral and domesticated 

cats, the data obtained would be significantly different.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6. (a) Volcano plot of ANCOM results for genus level; (b)  Effect plot result from ALDEx2; (c) Regression 

curve and (d) Loss curve produced from the model in Birdsong. 
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CONCLUSION 

The composition of gut microbiota within indoor cats and street was able to be determined. Results showed that indoor 

cats and outdoor cats have the same alpha diversity. However, composition wise indoor cats have slightly more 

differences than street cats thanks to their diet and interactions between household members. Beta diversity analysis 

shows that the two groups were very similar when compared to each other. Indoor cats were very similar to one another, 

but street cats were very different from each other. Based on the taxonomic analysis, indoor cats had a higher abundance 

of the phylum Firmicutes, while street cats had a higher abundance for phylum Actinobacteria. On a genus level, it was 

found that indoor cats were richer in the genus Bifidobacterium, Clostridium, Collinsella, Enterococcus, 

Cantenibacterium and Lactobacillus than outdoor cats. Outdoor cats were found to have a higher abundance of 

Acinetobacter, Blautia, and Olsenella than indoor cats. It is also believed that keeping a cat indoors or outdoors does not 

significantly shift its microbiota composition. 
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